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Fig. l:Schematic of the formation of a quantum dot by
epitaxial deposition_ of a coherently strai_ned layer .A)
Coherendy strained layer. _B). Island formation. C)
Partial coverage of fte island with partial dissolution of
ijland- through .ttil* qtiu_"1 diffusion _(anow$. D)
Completely covercd island with an interdiffused shell
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data from an
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Size uniformity has been much more difficult to which hai been included into a MSFET device. The
achieve and to measure but theo.ry. and experiments proposed electon-hole sepamtion into adjacent QDs
slggest that sizexniformity could be improved through bairs is consistent with th; PL ou@ut of -this dev-ice
deposition of ordered QDs lattices.
irnder bias. We will oresent additional dara based on

photocapacitance measurements which support the
electron hole pair separation.
We will present also temperature dependent PL data
that show the e-h parr localtzation at temperatures up to
100K.
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Fig. 3: Photoluminescence spectra of an ensemble of
SIQDs as a function of optical pumping power. The
broad line associated with the SIQDs is seen at low
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pump power at = 700nm.

CHARGE SEPARATION
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Fig. 2: Band diagram schematic showing the charge
separation in a QD and its associated stress induced
QD. The electron and hole generated by pumping
selectively (hv,) the stress induced QDs a^re
redistributed as shown . The read cycle requires a
voltage pulse that will transfer the holes from the SIQD
to the corresponding QD. The photon generated (hvr)
is then detected.
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Another type of QDs based device which appears
promising is the quantum dot infrared photodetector
(S).These devices are very similar in their principle to
the quantum well infrared photodetector (QWIP).
However the QDIP should display an improved signal
to noise ratio over the QWIP because of the reduced
carrier interactions with phonons in the QDs.
We will present our results on a QDIP device (9)
which show polarization dependent photoconductivity

with a good signal to noise ratio. Several

photoconductivity peaks with polarization dependent
amplitude are observed in the 5-12 microns range.
The transitions responsible are attributed to in plane
and normal excitation modes of the electrons confined

in the QDs. We are proposing and discussing
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